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Introduction

Studies!must!focus!on!
understanding!biases!and!the!
current!error!evaluation!rather!
than!their!reduction.!

…Particularly!in!light!of!its!
tension!with!exclusive!
methods!AND!CKM!UT!fit!
results.!

The!good!news!is!that!many!
improvements!can!be!made!to!
the!experimental!approach.! ]-3 10×| [
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Summary!of!CKM

Belle BaBar Global Fit 
(CKMfitter

LHCb 
Run-2

Belle II  
50 ab-1

LHCb Upgrade 
50 fb-1

Theory

φ1: ccs 1.4o 1.5o 1.6o 0.4o 0.6o negl.

φ2: uud 4o (WA) 2.1o 1o ~1-2o

φ3: DK 14o 3.8o 4o 1.5o 1o

|Vcb| inclusive 1.7% 2.4% 1.2% ?

|Vcb| exclusive 2.2% 1.4%

|Vub| inclusive 7% 4.5% 3.0%

|Vub| exclusive 8% 2.4%

|Vub| leptonic 14% 3.0%

No result

Moderate precision
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Very Precise

Moderate precision

Clean / LQCD

Clean

Experiment Theory
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UT angle γ: Trees

Least well measured mode:  
Based on Tree-Level B→DK  methods.

γ[BaBar] = (69 ± 17)° 
γ[Belle] = (68 ± 14)° 
γ[LHCb] = (69+11-13)° 
γ[combined] = (68.0+8.0-8.5)°
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FIG. 1. The past (2003, top left) and present (top right) status of the unitarity triangle in the presence of NP in neutral-meson
mixing. The lower plots show future sensitivities for Stage I and Stage II described in the text, assuming data consistent with
the SM. The combination of all constraints in Table I yields the red-hatched regions, yellow regions, and dashed red contours
at 68.3%CL, 95.5%CL, and 99.7%CL, respectively.

tal and theoretical sides. Our Stage I projection refers
to a time around or soon after the end of LHCb Phase I,
corresponding to an anticipated 7 fb−1 LHCb data and
5 ab−1 Belle II data, towards the end of this decade. The
Stage II projection assumes 50 fb−1 LHCb and 50 ab−1

Belle II data, and probably corresponds to the middle
of the 2020s, at the earliest. Estimates of future experi-
mental uncertainties are taken from Refs. [17, 18, 21, 22].
(Note that we display the units as given in the LHCb and
Belle II projections, even if it makes some comparisons
less straightforward; e.g., the uncertainties of both β and
βs will be ∼ 0.2◦ by Stage II.) For the entries in Ta-
ble I where two uncertainties are given, the first one is
statistical (treated as Gaussian) and the second one is

systematic (treated through the Rfit model [8]). Consid-
ering the difficulty to ascertain the breakdown between
statistical and systematic uncertainties in lattice QCD
inputs for the future projections, for simplicity, we treat
all such future uncertainties as Gaussian.

The fits include the constraints from the measurements
of Ad,s

SL [10, 11], but not their linear combination [23],
nor from ∆Γs, whose effects on the future constraints
on NP studied in this paper are small. While ∆Γs is in
agreement with the CKM fit [10], there are tensions for
ASL [23]. The large values of hs allowed until recently,
corresponding to (M s

12)NP ∼ −2(M s
12)SM, are excluded

by the LHCb measurement of the sign of∆Γs [24]. We do
not consider K mixing for the fits shown in this Section,

e.g. GLW+ADS, DK, D*K, DK* 

• No model error, expt. stat. error dominates @ 50ab-1
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Methods
Lepton!endpoint!
•P(lepton)!
•Shmax(q2)!

Inclusive!hadron!reconstruction!
•MX!
•q2!
•P+=!EX\|PX|!(PX!=!pbeam\pBtag\pl\pv)!
•BDT!&!Simulated!Annealing

Lowest!lepton!energy!threshold!to!
reduce!theory!error,!need!
• knowledge!of!charm!semileptonic.!
• Lots!of!off\resonance

•Data!has!become!quite!sensitive!to!
the!underlying!hybrid!model!MC.!

•Spectra!measurements!in!the!future!
are!key!to!testing!models.!

•More!stats!mean!looser!criteria,!more!
true#inclusivity.

Eff:!15%!in!lepton!endpoint!
Elep!(1.9\2.6!GeV)!!
Purity:!10%!
Candidates/ab\1:!200k

Eff:!0.02%!over!full!phase!space!
Elep(1.0–!GeV)!w/!various!signal!regions!
Purity:!10%!!
Candidates/ab\1:!2.0k
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Endpoint!&!Kinematics
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Fig. 2. The electron momentum spectrum in the Υ(4S) rest frame: (a) ON data
(filled circles), scaled OFF data (open circles), sum of scaled OFF data and esti-
mated BB backgrounds (histogram). (b) ON data after subtraction of backgrounds
and correction for efficiency (filled circles) and model spectrum of B → Xueνe

decays with final state radiation (histogram, normalised to the data yield in the
1.9 − 2.6GeV/c momentum range).

the size of the effect. The correction factors for each HI region are given in
Table 2.

The values of fu for the different momentum intervals are determined with
the DeFazio-Neubert prescription, using three different forms of the shape
function with the parameters, ΛSF and λSF

1 , determined from fits to the Belle
measured photon energy spectrum in B → Xsγ decays [21,24]. The resultant
values of fu are given in Table 2, they range from 3 − 32% as the lower
momentum limit is decreased. The statistical uncertainty, averaged over each
shape function form, is determined from the half-difference of maximum and

15

Table 4
Predicted partial rate R for B → Xulνl and extracted value of |Vub|(BLNP method).
The first error in R is the shape function error stemming from the uncertainty in the
knowledge of HQET parameters and the second is a theoretical uncertainty stem-
ming from the variation of the matching scales µi, µ̄, µh, subleading shape function
models and the weak annihilation effect. The first error in |Vub| is the experimental
error, and the remaining errors are those propagated from R, respectively.

pCM (GeV/c) R (|Vub|2ps−1) |Vub| (10−3)(BLNP)

1.9 − 2.6 21.69 ± 3.62+ 2.18
− 1.98 5.08 ± 0.47 ± 0.42+ 0.26

− 0.23

2.0 − 2.6 16.05 ± 3.05+ 1.83
− 1.72 4.87 ± 0.43 ± 0.46+ 0.28

− 0.26

2.1 − 2.6 10.86 ± 2.51+ 1.61
− 1.57 4.83 ± 0.33 ± 0.56+ 0.36

− 0.35

2.2 − 2.6 6.46 ± 1.54+ 1.54
− 1.53 4.77 ± 0.26 ± 0.57+ 0.57

− 0.56

2.3 − 2.6 3.15 ± 0.88+ 1.55
− 1.54 5.07 ± 0.71 ± 0.52+ 1.25

− 1.24

2.4 − 2.6 1.12 ± 0.39+ 1.48
− 1.48 5.70 ± 1.00 ± 0.67+ 3.77

− 3.76

of the electron momentum spectrum. These included a momentum interval
with a minimum lower momentum cutoff of 1.9 GeV/c, from which the partial
branching fraction was measured to be ∆B = (8.47± 0.37± 1.53)× 10−4. We
have extracted |Vub| using both the DFN and BLNP methods, but we adopt
the results of the latter method since it is more advanced. The most precise
|Vub| value was extracted from the decay rate in the 1.9− 2.6 GeV/c momen-
tum interval and found to be |Vub| = (5.08±0.47±0.42+0.26

− 0.23)×10−3. Owing to
updated knowledge of background shapes and normalisations, as well as the
improvement in the theoretical prediction of the decay rates for B → Xueνe

and B → Xsγ decays, the precision of the present measurement is better than
that of the previous endpoint measurement by CLEO [6]. Although endpoint
methods have not been preferred for a precison determination of |Vub| from
inclusive decays [42,43], the results presented in this letter for the momentum
interval 1.9− 2.6 GeV/c are competitive in precision with measurements that
have utilised the favoured kinematic regions of hadronic mass and dilepton
mass squared [8,9]. This competitiveness is due to a minimum lower momen-
tum cutoff of 1.9 GeV/c. Our results also, independent of the extracted value
of |Vub|, help to bound theoretical uncertainties that in general are encountered
in all |Vub| extractions from inclusive charmless semileptonic B-meson decays,
for example, those relating to quark-hadron duality and the weak annihilation
effect [44].

The comparison of our result with other experimental measurements of |Vub| [6,8,9]
must be made on a consistent basis, that is, the extraction of |Vub| from a par-
tial branching fraction measurement needs to be performed using a common
theoretical framework with common inputs.

19

14A. Petrella   HQ&L 2008
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Analysis!Method!Overview!(Hadron!reconstruction)

B#reconstruction Full!hadronic!B!tagging

Signal High!momentum!lepton,!inclusive!sum!of!
hadron!products

Event ΣQ=0,!Q(Breco+)!x!Q(lep)!=!\1,!no!Kaons,!D*!
rejected!via!slow!pions,!m2miss!small

Combinatorial#background Fit!Mbc!in!bins!of!fit!observable.!!
or!Combinatorial!estimated!from!MC,!
normalised!from!sideband!region.

Semileptonic#and#other#B#
background

Fit!to!P+,!MX,!q2!with!various!background!and!
signal!floated!to!determine!background!yield.!
or!2D!fit!e.g.!MX,!q2

Branching#fraction R(B→Xu!l!ν!/!B→Xc!l!ν)!or!Absolute
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Inclusive!Hadron!Reconstruction
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FIG. 1: MC distribution of the kinematic variables for which we apply restrictions sequentially as listed in Table II, for
B → Xuℓν̄ (solid line), B → Xcℓν̄ (dashed line) and “other” component (dotted line). All distributions are normalized to unity
and selection criteria have been applied cumulatively, except those affecting directly the variable shown. The arrows indicate
the selection requirement for a specific variable, as described in Section IIIC.

• signal-depleted: events rejected by at least one veto;
they are used as control sample to check the agree-
ment between data and simulated backgrounds, in-
cluding the poorly understood B → D∗∗ℓν̄ decays.

D. Subtraction of combinatorial background

The subtraction of the combinatorial background of
the Breco tag for the signal and normalization samples
relies on unbinned maximum-likelihood fits to the mES

distributions. For signal decays the goal is to extract the
distributions in the kinematic variables p∗ℓ , MX , q2, and
P+. Because the shapes and relative yields of the signal

and background contributions depend on the values of
these kinematic variables, the continuum and combina-
torial background subtraction is performed separately for
subsamples corresponding to events in bins of these vari-
ables. This results in more accurate spectra than a single
fit to the full sample of events in each selected region of
phase space.
For the normalization sample, the fit is performed for

the full event sample, separately for B0 and B− tags.
ThemES distribution for the combinatorial Breco back-

ground can be described by an ARGUS function [52],

fbkg(m) = Nbkgm
!

1−m2e−ξ(1−m2), (3)

where m = mES/mES
max and mES

max is the endpoint

BABAR!PRD.86:032004,!2012
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Babar
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FIG. 2: Resolution for MC simulated for signal B → Xuℓν̄ events passing all event selection criteria, (left) MX reco −MX true,
(center) q2reco − q2true, and (right) P+,reco − P+,true. The curve shows a fit results for the sum of two Gaussian functions.

of the mES distribution which depends on the beam en-
ergy, and ξ determines the shape of the function. Nbkg

refers to the total number of background events in the
distribution.
For signal events, the mES distribution resembles a

resolution function peaking at the B meson mass with
a slight tail to lower masses. Usually the peak of the
mES distribution is empirically described by a Crystal
Ball function [53], but this ansatz turned out to be in-
adequate for this dataset because the Breco sample is
composed of many individual decay modes with different
resolutions. We therefore follow an approach previously
used in BABAR data [54] and build a more general func-

tion, using a Gaussian function, fg(x) = e−x2/2, and the
derivative of tanhx, ft(x) = e−x/(1 + e−x), to arrive at

fsig(∆) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

C2
(C3−∆)n if ∆ < α
C1
σL

ft(
∆
σL

) if α ! ∆ < 0
r
σ1
ft(

∆
σ1
) + 1−r

σ2
fg(

∆
σ2
) if ∆ " 0.

(4)

Here ∆ = mES − mES, where mES is the maximum of
the mES distribution. C1, C2 and C3 are functions of the
parameters mES, r,σ1,σ2,σL,α, and n, that ensure the
continuity of fsig.
Given the very large number of parameters, we first

perform a fit to samples covering the full kinematic range
and determine all parameters describing fsig and the AR-
GUS function. We then repeat the fit for events in each
bin of the kinematic variables, with only the relative nor-
malization of the signal and background, and the shape
parameter ξ of the ARGUS function as free parameters.
Figure 3 shows the mES distribution for the inclusive
semileptonic sample, separately for charged and neutral
B mesons.
Finally, we correct for the contamination from cascade

background in the number of neutral B mesons, due to
the effect of B0-B0 mixing, in each bin of the kinematic
variables. We distinguish neutral B decays with right-
and wrong-sign leptons, based on the flavor of the Breco

decay. The contribution from cascade decays is sub-
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FIG. 3: The mES distribution for the inclusive semileptonic
sample, for fully reconstructed hadronic decays of B− (left)
and B0 mesons (right). The solid line shows the result of
the maximum-likelihood fit to signal and combinatorial back-
grounds; the dashed line indicates the shape of the back-
ground described by an ARGUS function.

tracted by computing the number of neutral B mesons
NB0 as

NB0 =
1− χd

1− 2χd
NB0

rs
−

χd

1− 2χd
NB0

ws
, (5)

whereNB0
rs
andNB0

ws
are the number of neutralB mesons

with right and wrong sign of the charge of the accompa-
nying lepton, and χd = 0.188 ± 0.002 [40] is the B0-B0

mixing parameter.
The performance of the mES fit has been verified using

MC simulated distributions. We split the full sample in
two parts. One part, containing one third of the events,
is treated as data, and is similar in size to the total data
sample. The remaining two thirds represent the simu-
lation. The fit procedure, described in Section IV, is
applied to these samples and yields, within uncertain-
ties, the charmless semileptonic branching fraction that
is input to the MC generation.
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FIG. 4: Measured distributions (data points) of (a) MX , (b) P+, (c) q2 with MX < 1.7 GeV, and (d) p∗ℓ . Upper row: comparison
with the result of the χ2 fit with varying bin size for the sum of two scaled MC contributions (histograms), B → Xuℓν̄ decays
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row: corresponding spectra with equal bin size after background subtraction based on the fit. The data are not corrected for
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the background (dark shading). Lower row: corresponding spectra with equal bin size after background subtraction based on
the fit. The data are not corrected for efficiency.

the partial branching fractions:

N0
meas = PB0

true→B0
reco

N0
true + PB−

true→B0
reco

N−
true,

N−
meas = PB0

true→B−

reco
N0

true + PB−

true→B−

reco
N−

true,

where the cross-feeds probabilities, PB−

true→B0
reco

and
PB0

true→B−

reco
, are computed using MC simulated events

and are typically of the order of (2 - 3)%.

Figure 6 shows the q2 distributions of B → Xuℓν̄
events after background subtraction, for charged and
neutral B decays, with MX < 1.7 GeV. Fitted yields,

BABAR!PRD.86:032004,!2012

True%inclusivity%is%the%
big%challenge!%(also%
Belle)
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Belle
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Explored%balance%between%experimental%reach%and%theoretical%model%uncertainties.% 
Many%variables%included.%(Old%B@tagging%in%Belle).%%Less%model%dependent%approaches%will%
be%explored%in%the%future.

to#be#superseded#soon#(Improved#NB#B2tagging#Eff.#~2.5x,#cut#based)
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number of charged kaons and K0
S mesons are considered in the multivariate analysis. We

set an event selection threshold criterion for the BDT-classifier that is optimized with re-
spect to both the systematic uncertainty from the background normalization fit and phase
space dependent theoretical uncertainties. We set a lower threshold on p∗Bℓ of 1.0 GeV/c.

The backgrounds that remain after the BDT selection criteria are subtracted as de-
scribed below. The continuum and combinatorial backgrounds follow the NBB̄ determina-
tion procedure described earlier in this Letter. All remaining backgrounds arise when the
fully reconstructed B is correctly tagged, but the decay is either a charmed semileptonic B
decay, a secondary decay process that produced a high momentum lepton or is a misiden-
tified hadron. The shapes of the charmed semileptonic B decay contribution, described
in detail in Ref. [15], and the secondary contribution, are determined from MC simula-
tion. We estimate the overall normalization of these remaining backgrounds by fitting the
observed inclusive spectra to the sum of the MC simulated signal and background contri-
butions, after continuum and combinatorial background subtraction. There are three free
parameters in the fit, corresponding to the yields of: B → Xuℓν; B → Xcℓν; and secon-
daries and fakes. The fit is performed in two dimensional bins of MX versus q2 for 4684±85
input events, with a lepton momentum requirement of p∗Bℓ > 1.0 GeV/c. The fit results in
a good agreement between data and MC, with a χ2 of 24 for 17 degrees of freedom (Fig-
ure 1). A total of 1032 ± 91 events remain after background subtration. We measure the
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FIG. 1: Projections of the MX − q2 fit in bins of MX (left) and q2 (right).

partial branching fractions, combining the spectra from B+ and B0 semileptonic decays
with the 1.0 GeV/c lepton momentum threshold. The expression for the partial branching
fraction is ∆B = (N∆

b→u/(2ϵ
∆
b→uNtag))(1 − δrad), where N∆

b→u and ϵ∆b→u are the signal yield
and signal efficiency for the region, ∆ (p∗Bℓ ≥ 1.0 GeV/c), Ntag is the number of tagged
B events and δrad denotes QED corrections. The overall efficiency is 22.2%, determined
from the fully reconstructed signal MC, reweighted at the generator level in bins of pℓ, P+,
MX and q2 following the prescription in this Letter. The QED correction is 1.4% of the
branching fraction, obtained using Ref. [17]. The various contributions to the systematic
error on the partial branching fraction are described below.

To estimate the particle identification and reconstruction uncertainties, events with
electrons and muons are reweighted and kaons, pions and photons are randomly removed
according to their respective measured uncertainties.

5

Belle!PRL!104:021801,2010!
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BF!Uncertainties!&!possible!biases

Plepton>!1!GeV ΔBR/BR

BR(D(*)!l!ν)! 1.2
FF(D(*)!l!ν)! 1.2
BR!&!FF!(D(**)!l!ν)! 0.2
SF!(Xu!l!ν)! 3.6
Xu!(g→ss)! 1.5
BR(π/ρ/ω!l!ν)! 2.3
BR(η/η’!l!ν)! 3.2
BR(Xunmeasured!l!ν)! 2.9
Continuum/Combinatorial! 1.8
Secondaries/Fakes/Fit! 1.0
Particle!ID/Reconstruction! 4.4
Systematics#Total 8.1
Statistics# 8.8

BR#&#FF#(D(*)#l#ν)#
•!Parameterisations!of!F.F.!based!on!
HQET2.!BR!from!PDG.!
•!D!l!ν:!slope!parameters,!ρD2.!
•!D*!l!ν:!decay!parameters,!ρ2,!R1!and!R2.!

BR#&#FF#(D(**)#l#ν)#
•!LLSW!model!for!resonant!
•!Goity&Roberts!for!non\resonant.!
•!Normalisation!of!narrow!resonant!D(**)!
and!non\resonant!D(*)!π!components!are!
based!on!WA.!
•!The!remaining!unmeasured!contribution!
is!matched!to!the!full!inclusive!rate.

Belle!PRL!104:021801,2010!
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BF!Uncertainties!&!possible!biases

Signal#MC!hybrid!mix!of!exclusive!with!
inclusive!contributions!mopping!up.!
Exclusive!Xu!BR!error!from!HFAG.!
Unmeasured#resonant:#ISGW2,#BR#limits#
from#full#inclusive#BR.#

Inclusive#Xu#
•!Inclusive!part!uses!De!Fazio\Neubert!SF!
parameterisation!.!
•!Full!hybrid!MC!matched!to!moments!of!
the!q2!and!MX!of!GGOU!model!by!varying!
input!parameters!of!inclusive!part.!
•!K!production!via!gluon!splitting:!vary!
contribution!±25%.!No#published#searches#
for#these#modes!

Plepton>!1!GeV ΔBR/BR

BR(D(*)!l!ν)! 1.2
FF(D(*)!l!ν)! 1.2
BR!&!FF!(D(**)!l!ν)! 0.2
SF!(Xu!l!ν)! 3.6
Xu!(g→ss)! 1.5
BR(π/ρ/ω!l!ν)! 2.3
BR(η/η’!l!ν)! 3.2
BR(Xunmeasured!l!ν)! 2.9
Continuum/Combinatorial! 1.8
Secondaries/Fakes/Fit! 1.0
Particle!ID/Reconstruction! 4.4
Systematics#Total 8.1
Statistics# 8.8

Belle!PRL!104:021801,2010!
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Modeling:!EvtGen
Snapshot!of!the!default!Belle!2010!configuration!
(similar!picture!for!Belle!II)

Decay#BVulnu#
0.000073!!!pi0!!!!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!SLPOLE!0.261!\2.03!1.293!1!0.261!\0.27!\0.752!1;!
0.000149!!!rho0!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!SLPOLE!0.261!\0.29!\0.415!1!0.223!\0.93!\0.092!1!0.338!\1.37!0.315!1!0.372!\1.40!0.437!1;!
0.000084!!!eta!!!!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!ISGW2;!
0.000033!!!eta'!!!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!ISGW2;!
0.000115!!!omega!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!SLPOLE!0.261!\0.29!\0.415!1!0.223!\0.93!\0.092!1!0.338!\1.37!0.315!1!0.372!\1.40!0.437!1;!
0.000024!!!a_20!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!ISGW2;!
0.000027!!!f_2!!!!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!ISGW2;!
0.000082!!!b_10!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!ISGW2;!
0.000087!!!h_1!!!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!ISGW2;!
0.000065!!!a_10!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!ISGW2;!
0.000062!!!f_1!!!!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!ISGW2;!
0.000003!!!a_00!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!ISGW2;!
0.000005!!!f_0!!!!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!ISGW2;!
0.001026!!!Xu0!!!!!!!e\!!!!anti\nu_e!!!!!!PHOTOS!!!VUB!4.54!7.5!0.22!1!0.28!1;!****!

• Note!that!we!vary!!this!model!input!and!regenerate!the!MC!according!to!a!modelling!recipe.!!!
• Higher!resonances!taken!from!ISGW2!model![!PRD!52,!2783!(1995)!]!
• Only!blue!items!have!direct!experimental!constraint:!~25%!of!the!total.!
• Most!of!the!exclusive!modes!use!ISGW2.
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Available!Generators!in!EvtGen!2015
Exclusive#Modes#
\!SLPOLE!:!Light!Cone!Sum!Rules!
\!ISGW2!:!ISGW!
\!BtoPlnuBK!:!BK!(Becirevic\Kaidalov)!parameterisation!for!pseudoscalar!modes!(π,!η,!η`)!
\!BToVlnuBall!:!Ball/Zwicky!decay!model!for!vector!modes!(ρ!,!ω!)!

Inclusive#Modes#(most#come#from#Babar)#
\!Vub!:!“DeFazio\Neubert”!based!approach!(takes!mb,!µπ2)!
\!VubHybrid!:!As!above,!uses!“Hybrid”!weighting!for!the!excl.+incl.!cocktail!
\!VubBLNP!:!Based!on!BLNP4,!hep\ph/0504071!
\!VubBLNPHybrid!:!As!above,!uses!“Hybrid”!weighting!for!the!excl.+incl.!cocktail!
\!VubNLO!:!Based!on!BLNP!hep\ph/0402094!
\!VubAC!:!Analytic!Coupling!Model!(based!on!hep\ph/0608047!by!Aglietti,!Ferrera!and!
Ricciardi)!

● These are not state of the art (but the cocktail approach 
reduces the overall precision anyway) 

● We should still consider updates for Belle II modelling. 
● How should we model “new-physics” in inclusive?
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Modeling!Recipes

Babar Belle
• Generate!inclusive!decays!
• Reweighing!in!3D!to!match!to!more!recent!2\
loop!calc.!(bins!of!MX,!q2,!Elep)!

• Generate!resonances!(default!decay\files)!
• Below!threshold!value!scale!down!non\
resonant!contribution!and!conserve!total!BR

●Generate!inclusive!MC!(default!Evtgen)!
●Add!on!top!resonances!in!higher!mass!regions!
(default!ISGW2)!

● Scale!down!inclusive!component!
● Tune!inclusive!component's!input!parameters!
until!entire!spectrum's!kinematic!
distributions'!moments!agree!to!those!in!
more!recent!two\loop!calculation!

● Error!from!SF!parameters,!GGOU!model!
theory,!intrinsic!uncertainty!in!DFN!model.

● Future measurements need 
to self-calibrate this 
procedure. 

● See B→Xs γ Sum of 
exclusives. 
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Xu0!&!Xu+!hadronisation!(JETSET/Pythia)

Efficiency!varies!with!MX,!and!with!final!
state!multiplicity.!

If!you!get!the!multiplicity!wrong,!you!could!
get!the!overall!efficiency!correction!wrong!
too!(if!integrating!over!multiplicity).

MX!in!n(π±)!+!n(π0)!multiplicity!
(photons!included!in!MX)
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BF!Uncertainties!&!possible!biases

Plepton>!1!GeV ΔBR/BR

BR(D(*)!l!ν)! 1.2
FF(D(*)!l!ν)! 1.2
BR!&!FF!(D(**)!l!ν)! 0.2
SF!(Xu!l!ν)! 3.6
Xu!(g→ss)! 1.5
BR(π/ρ/ω!l!ν)! 2.3
BR(η/η’!l!ν)! 3.2
BR(Xunmeasured!l!ν)! 2.9
Continuum/Combinatorial! 1.8
Secondaries/Fakes/Fit! 1.0
Particle!ID/Reconstruction! 4.4
Systematics#Total 8.1
Statistics# 8.8

Mis\tagging!(combinatorial)!error:!modify!
the!signal!region!to!shift!the!ratio!of!good!
tags!to!incorrect!tags.!
•!Continuum:!1%!error!on!its!yield.!
•!Secondary,!cascade!decays:!vary!the!
branching!fractions!of!semileptonic!D!
decays,!and!B!→!D!anything!by!±1σ.!
•!Hadron#fake!contribution.!
• QED#corrections!incurs!negligible!sys.!
error.!

• and!Normalisation!errors!for!B!counting.

Belle!PRL!104:021801,2010!
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|Vub|!Uncertainties!(in!%)

Plepton>!1!GeV Plepton>!2!GeV

Plepton>!1!GeV BLNP GGOU BLNP GGOU

|Vub|x!10\3! 4.32 4.27 4.93 4.6

Statistical! 3.2 3.2 2.2 2.2

Experimental!Systematics! 2.1 2.1 2.7 2.7

b→c!l!v!model! 1.4 1.4 8.6 8.6

b→u!l!v!model!!(1) 3.3 3.3 0.8 0.8

HQ!parameters/non.!pert!!(2) 2.1 1.2 3.6 2.3

SF!+!Sub.!SF!!(3) 0.4 1.4 1.1 3.3

matching! 3.8 3.8

Weak!Annihilation! 0 +0.0!\2.0 0 +0.0!\6.2!

q2!tail!model! 1.4 2.0

HFAG!2014

Babar!2012 Belle!2005

(1)%is%correlated%to%(2)%and%(3)%…%to%be%conservative%we%might%want%to%add%linearly.
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|Vub|!Uncertainties!(in!%)

Plepton>!1!GeV Plepton>!2!GeV

Plepton>!1!GeV BLNP GGOU BLNP GGOU

|Vub|x!10\3! 4.32 4.27 4.93 4.6

Statistical! 3.2 3.2 2.2 2.2

Experimental!Systematics! 2.1 2.1 2.7 2.7

b→c!l!v!model! 1.4 1.4 8.6 8.6

b→u!l!v!model!!(1) 3.3 3.3 0.8 0.8

HQ!parameters/non.!pert!!(2) 2.1 1.2 3.6 2.3

SF!+!Sub.!SF!!(3) 0.4 1.4 1.1 3.3

matching! 3.8 3.8

Weak!Annihilation! 0 +0.0!\2.0 0 +0.0!\6.2!

q2!tail!model! 1.4 2.0

HFAG!2014

Babar!2012 Belle!2005

(1)%is%correlated%to%(2)%and%(3)%…%to%be%conservative%we%might%want%to%add%linearly.
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Towards!Belle!II

Full#reconstruction#of#B#
•modes!w/!multiple!ν’s!!
• Improved!low!pT!tracking!\!more!
slow!π!in!tag!side!D*!candidates!

Hermeticity#
•inclusive!measurements!

Neutral#particles#!  
π0,!KS0,KL0!!
and!η,!η’,!ρ+,!etc.!

other%notable%features%
•good!PID!for!both!μ±!and!e±!
•much!better!K/π!separation

Strengths$of$Belle$II
Full reconstruction of B  
* modes w/ multiple ν’s 
* inclusive measurements 
Hermeticity  
* minimal trigger for, e.g. Dalitz analysis 
* precision τ measurements 
Neutral particles 
* and for η, η!, ρ+, etc.   
other notable features 
* good PID for both μ± and e± 
* high flavor-tagging efficiency  

! (×15&better&than&LHC)
10

⇡0,K0
S ,K

0
L

Belle&II&covering&≳90%&of&4π,&&
and&⟨N(track)⟩&~&10&per&event

0.910 ' 0.35
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|Vub|!Simplistic!Extrapolation!(detector!improvements!ignored)
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Belle II Projection
Plepton>!1!GeV ΔBR/BR Irred.
BR(D(*)!l!ν)! 1.2 0.6
FF(D(*)!l!ν)! 1.2 0.6
BR!&!FF!(D(**)!l!ν)! 0.2
SF!(Xu!l!ν)! 3.6 ~1.8
Xu!(g→ss)! 1.5
BR(π/ρ/ω!l!ν)! 2.3
BR(η/η’!l!ν)! 3.2
BR(Xunmeasured!l!ν)! 2.9 1.5
Continuum/Combinatorial! 1.8
Secondaries/Fakes/Fit! 1.0
Particle!ID/Reconstruction! 4.4 2.0
Systematics#Total 8.1

•Many#experimental#improvements#expected,#including#beZer#tag#algorithms#
(old#Belle#tag#used#above)#

•Measure!decay!differenàals,!and!increase!inclusivity!to!test!decay!models,!
hadronisaàon,!weak!annihilaàon,!and!KK!producàon!in!inclusive.

Error!based!
on!Belle!2010!!
(old!tagging)
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PID!and!Tracking

K±,!KS!multiplicity!(!KL!not!often!used!)!
!!1.!K!→!π!fake!rate!reduced!by!>!2x!!
!!2.!KS!acceptance!increased!by!30%!!

D*!partial!reconstruction!
Charge!conservation

Overview Beam Test Students BKG-Study Redesign general issues end/backup

Typical event w/o BG

J. Lettenbichler, R. Frühwirth 6 HEPHY Wien & BELLE Collaboration

167

Figure 15.1.3. Reconstruction e�ciency for charged tracks as
a function of the particle’s transverse momentum for simulated
and real Belle data.

tween data and simulation. Since the tracking di↵erence
between data and the MC expectation at higher momenta
is known, the data-MC ratios are normalized according to
the data-MC ratio obtained using the D⇤ partial recon-
struction method for track momenta above 200 MeV/c.
For events with lower ⇡s momentum, the di↵erence be-
tween the reconstructed yields in data and MC simulation
is ascribed to a di↵erence in the low momentum track re-
construction e�ciency. Experimentally D0 candidates are
reconstructed using several sub-decay modes. A slow pion
(⇡s) and a high momentum pion with opposite charge are
included to form a B candidate. The sample is divided in
terms of the momentum of the slow pion, and the number
of B events in each momentum bin can be extracted using
a fit to mES and �m (mass di↵erence between D⇤� and
D0). The yield ratio of data and MC is thus obtained in
each ⇡s momentum bin. The normalized ratios and their
uncertainties at low momentum are used to correct for
data-MC di↵erences and to estimate the corresponding
uncertainties. In Belle the tracking e�ciency in simula-
tion agrees well with that in data for track momenta above
125 MeV/c and the simulation may over-estimate the re-
construction e�ciency for tracks with momentum below
100 MeV/c. On average the systematic uncertainty for low
momentum tracks is 1.3% per track.

15.1.2 K0
S

and ⇤ reconstruction

Experimentally, K0
S and ⇤ usually are reconstructed

through K0
S ! ⇡+⇡� and ⇤ ! p⇡� decays. Both par-

ticles have a long lifetime. They are identified by the re-
quirement that their decay vertex is displaced from the in-
teraction point and that their reconstructed mass is close
to their corresponding nominal mass. For long-lived par-
ticles systematic uncertainties in addition to the tracking
uncertainties of their daughter particles need to be taken

into account. The tracks may originate far from the inter-
action point, and also the reconstruction of the secondary
vertex may show di↵erences between simulation and data.
Several studies are performed to investigate the K0

S/⇤ re-
construction.

15.1.2.1 Exclusive D⇤ ! D0⇡s, D0 ! ⇡+⇡�K0
S

Similar to the study of track reconstruction systematics,
the K0

S reconstruction is studied using the exclusive de-
cays of D⇤ ! D0⇡s, D0 ! ⇡+⇡�K0

S . One measures the
e�ciency of the displaced vertex requirement for the K0

S

reconstruction by obtaining the numbers of K0
S candidates

with and without reconstructing a K0
S vertex. The Belle

method is described as follows. Two oppositely charged
tracks that are identified as pions are selected and their
invariant mass is computed without applying a vertex con-
straint. A pair with invariant mass close to the nominal K0

S

mass is selected as a K0
S candidate. Every K0

S candidate
is combined with another ⇡+⇡� pair to form a D0 candi-
date, which is required to pair with a slow charged pion
to form a D⇤. To reduce the combinatorial background,
a suitable mass range, estimated using simulations, is se-
lected in the D0 mass and �m0 = mD⇤ �mD �m⇡s

. The
uncertainty in �m0 is significantly reduced with respect
to mD⇤ because the contribution from the K0

S candidate
momentum largely cancels in the subtraction and hence
a tighter signal window can be applied due to a better
resolution. Finally, the numbers of all K0

S particles and of
those passing a displaced vertex selection are estimated by
fitting the candidate K0

S mass with and without requiring
a displaced vertex, respectively.

The control sample has su�ciently high statistics so
that the study is extended to measure the e�ciency in
terms of K0

S momentum and polar angle similar to the
charged track study described in Section 15.1.1. Likewise
the e�ciency of requiring a displaced vertex for Monte
Carlo events can be estimated. Hence, the data-MC e�-
ciency ratio can be obtained. The systematic uncertainty
that arises from the reconstruction of the two K0

S daughter
pion tracks has to be added to the e�ciency uncertainty
of the displaced vertex for the total K0

S systematic uncer-
tainty. Since ⇤ and K0

S decays have a similar topology, the
⇤ systematic uncertainty can be estimated using the K0

S

results. For the Belle full data sample, the total system-
atic uncertainty of the K0

S reconstruction is on average
around 1% including track reconstruction systematic un-
certainties.

15.1.2.2 Ratio of two D decays

The performance of the K0
S reconstruction in data can be

checked using the double ratio

⌘(K0
S) =

N(D+ ! K0
S⇡+)data

N(D+ ! K�⇡+⇡+)data

�
N(D+ ! K0

S⇡+)MC

N(D+ ! K�⇡+⇡+)MC
.

(15.1.1)
In order to obtain a higher purity sample one can de-
mand a high enough momentum of the D+ candidates.

Belle

Belle#II#expects#large#efficiency#
improvements#for#slow#pions.

30/03/15 Belle II - physics meeting 26

SVD-layers shift yields better reconstruction than Belle1?

● Since Belle2 has 4 SVD-layers instead of 2 the positions towards the Belle1 layers are further 
away from the beampipe now. This should increase the fraction of Ks decaying inside these 
layers. Hence their daughtertracks travel through them and can be reconstructed using 
trackHits. 

Position of second outermost layer (fraction): 7cm → 11.5cm  (56% → 70%) 

Position of outermost layer (fraction):              8.8cm → 14cm (62% → 74%)
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KL!Detection!/!KLM!Detector
KL!suppression!can!improve!background!
suppression!by!~50%!or!more!(after!all!
other!criteria).!

New#Belle#II#system:##
>!End\cap!upgrade:!RPC!→!scintillator\
based!KLM!!
>!Barrel!KLM:!some!RPC!layers!may!be!
replaced!as!background!increases!with!
luminosity!!
Readout!upgraded!with!high!speed!timing!
info.!,provides!precise*!KL!momenta.!  
(*unavailable!before).!

Still!outstanding:!Accurate!simulation! 
of!KL!hadronic!interactions!with! 
matter!GEANT4.!(c.f.!GEANT!3!in!Belle)

February 25-26, 2013 AFAD 2013   Novosibirsk, Russia 13Timofey Uglov (ITEP)KLM @ Belle2
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Figure 11: The reff obtained for the backward endcap (red), barrel (green) and forward endcap
(blue). The results with all θ regions combined is shown with the rectangular boxes.

6.1 θ dependence of the efficiency

In the analysis described above all polar angle (θ) regions are combined. To check the dependency on
the θ, we divide the sample in three θ regions; 40-70, 70-100 and 100-130 degrees that correspond
to the forward endcap, the barrel and the backward endcap, respectively. The fit procedure is
repeated for both MC and data, K+K− and K0

SK0
L samples and reff are obtained. The reff

results compared with the combined result are shown in Fig. 11. In this comparison the correction
factors are not included. Some barrel and endcap results for higher momentum bins are not shown
due to small statistics. The results of three regions are consistent each other and also with the
combined results. Therefore, we decide to use combined reff results.

7 Fake K0
L Probability

To use as the veto, the fake K0
L probability originating from the beam background is also important.

It affects the efficiency of the signal events which do not have any K0
L in their final states. Because

the KLM background hits in MC is simulated by overlaying the real data taken with the random
trigger, the fake K0

L probability in MC is expected to be same as data.
The probability to have the fake K0

L in the events without true K0
L is checked by the events in

which both B decays are reconstructed in semileptonic decays. The sample selected for the double
tagged control sample for the semileptonic tag analysis of the B → τν is used [2]. The fraction of
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1 Introduction

In the analyses of B decays including more than one ν such as B+ → τ+ντ , the main source of
the background that mimics the signal is the B decays to the final states including K0

L, such as

B+ → D
0
ℓ+ν, D

0
→ K0

LK0
LK0

L[2, 3]. With the Monte Carlo simulation (MC) studies, it has been
known that the vetoing the events with K0

L candidates detected in the KLM could rejects about half
of such background. In the previous analyses, however, the K0

L veto has not been used to avoid the
possible large systematic uncertainty from K0

L efficiency difference between MC and data. Actually,
the studies using K0

L from e+e− → γφ[4] and B0 → JψK0
L[5] have shown that there is significant

difference in the K0
L detection efficiency of KLM. It is estimated to be about 50 ∼ 70% of the MC

in the high momentum region greater than 1 GeV/c. There is no measurement of K0
L efficiency

in the low momentum region less than 1 GeV/c that corresponds to the K0
L momentum from D

decays.
In this note we describe the K0

L efficiency calibration in the low momentum region using K0
L

from D0 → φK0
S , φ→ K0

SK0
L decays.

2 Analysis Method

The D∗+ → D0π+, D0 → φK0
S , φ → K0

SK0
L decays [1] are used to obtain the number of re-

constructed K0
L. The D∗+ → D0π+ decay is used to improve the S/N ratio by the slow pion

tagging1.
The signal yields are obtained by fitting the distribution of the mass difference between D∗+

and D0. The decay modes in which the φ decay is replaced with φ → K+K− is used for the
normalization for the number of produced D∗+. The K0

L efficiency ratio of data to MC reff ≡
ϵData
K0

L
/ϵMC

K0
L

is obtained by the double ratio of the yields of K0
SK0

L mode to K+K− mode as

reff =
NData

K0
SK0

L
/NData

K+K−

NMC
K0

SK0
L

/NMC
K+K−

. (1)

Because the number of charged tracks are same in the both modes, the efficiencies related to the
tracking are canceled in the yield ratio NK0

SK0
L
/NK+K− . The uncertainty of the number of produced

D∗+ is also canceled by taking the double ratio. As a result, the ratio of efficiency remains in the
double ratio, with a small correction for PID, K0

S selection efficiencies and s-wave fraction.
The KLM measure the direction of the K0

L momentum but not the energy. To reconstruct the
size of the K0

L momentum, we used the same method as the B0 → J/ψK0
L analysis. Using the φ

mass constraint, the K0
L momentum PK0

L
is reconstructed as

PK0
L

=
q2 cos θK0

L,K0
S
± EK0

S

!

(q2)2 − 4m2
K0

L

(E2
K0

S

− cos2 θK0
L,K0

S
)

2(E2
K0

S

− cos2 θK0
L,K0

S
)

, (2)

q2 = m2
φ − m2

K0
L
− m2

K0
S
, (3)

where θK0
L,K0

S
is the angle between reconstructed K0

L and K0
S momenta, EK0

S
is the reconstructed

K0
S energy, mφ, mK0

L
, mK0

S
are the nominal mass of φ, K0

L and K0
S , respectively.

1We have also tried D0
→ φπ0, φρ0, D+

s → φπ+ tagged with D∗+
s → D+

s γ, D+
→ φπ+ tagged with D∗+

→ D+π0

but abandoned these modes because of poor S/N.

2

Belle

Belle!II
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Fragmentation!&!mXu>1!GeV!modes
Recent!lessons!from!B→Xs!γ!sum!of!exclusives!
Relative!abundance!of!final!states!is!vastly!different!between!Data!&!MC.! 
Due!to!Pythia!spin!fraction!parameter!(probability!of!forming!a!spin!1!meson).

Relative!abundance!in!%

B→!Xs!γ!mode Data Error MC Ratio Diff.!(σ)

Kπ!without!π0! 4.2 0.4 10.3 0.41 +17
Kπ!with!π0 2.1 0.2 5.4 0.39 +19
K2π!without!π0! 14.5 0.5 12.9 1.12 –3.1
K2π!with!π0! 24 0.7 15.2 1.58 –12
K3π!without!π0 8.3 0.8 5.9 1.41 –3.3
K3π!with!π0 16.1 1.8 15.7 1.03 –0.2
K4π 11.1 2.8 12.3 0.90 +0.4
K2π0 14.4 3.5 14.4 1.00 –0.0
K!η 3.2 0.8 4.9 0.65 +2.3
3K 2.0 0.3 3.0 0.67 +3.3

Belle#II:#Analogous#studies,#as#B→#l#ν#ππ,#3π,#4π.#(B→#l#ν#2π#shown#in#Belle#2013)

Belle!PRD!91,!052004!(2015)
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Weak!Annihilation
1.!CLEO!examined!q2!spectra!to!place!a!7.4%!
limit!with!15.5!fb\1.!Systematics!limited.!

2.!Babar!&!Belle!examined!BF!B+→!X!l!ν!/!B0→!X!l!
ν!!ratios!in!subregions,!with!a!20%!limit.

FIG. 1: The continuum- and fake-lepton-subtracted q2 spectra (points) for pℓ > 1.5 GeV/c and
pℓ > 2.2 GeV/c (inset) with components B → Xcℓν (light grey), B → Xuℓν (hatch) and WA

(with ⟨Mx⟩ = 0.293 GeV, dark grey). The dashed envelope results from systematic variation of
B → Xcℓν.

TABLE I: Summary of “impact ratios” for some WA models considered.

x0 (GeV) Λ (GeV) ⟨MX⟩ (GeV) Rtotal (%) Rendpoint (%) Rq2Mx
(%) RMx

(%)
0.30 0.01 0.293 1.73 ± 0.68 ± 0.60 8.24 ± 3.04 ± 2.34 3.89 ± 1.50 ± 1.18 2.24 ± 0.88 ± 0.67
0.30 0.05 0.328 1.40 ± 0.69 ± 0.58 6.73 ± 3.11 ± 2.36 3.17 ± 1.52 ± 1.18 1.82 ± 0.89 ± 0.66
0.30 0.20 0.476 1.36 ± 0.89 ± 0.82 5.61 ± 3.52 ± 3.13 3.06 ± 1.97 ± 1.77 1.76 ± 1.15 ± 1.00
0.30 0.30 0.574 1.49 ± 1.25 ± 1.16 5.19 ± 4.16 ± 3.82 3.33 ± 2.72 ± 2.50 1.91 ± 1.58 ± 1.43
0.30 0.50 0.773 2.95 ± 1.89 ± 1.89 7.23 ± 4.43 ± 4.27 6.02 ± 3.74 ± 3.64 3.51 ± 2.24 ± 2.13
0.40 0.01 0.342 1.17 ± 0.65 ± 0.55 5.62 ± 2.98 ± 2.28 2.64 ± 1.45 ± 1.13 1.52 ± 0.84 ± 0.63
0.40 0.05 0.369 1.07 ± 0.67 ± 0.58 5.08 ± 3.06 ± 2.51 2.42 ± 1.50 ± 1.24 1.38 ± 0.87 ± 0.70
0.40 0.20 0.498 1.22 ± 1.00 ± 0.96 4.85 ± 3.82 ± 3.64 2.76 ± 2.22 ± 2.11 1.58 ± 1.29 ± 1.21
0.40 0.30 0.593 1.88 ± 1.27 ± 1.30 6.18 ± 3.99 ± 4.01 4.16 ± 2.74 ± 2.76 2.39 ± 1.61 ± 1.58
0.50 0.01 0.392 0.93 ± 0.71 ± 0.61 4.35 ± 3.20 ± 2.70 2.10 ± 1.58 ± 1.34 1.20 ± 0.91 ± 0.76
0.50 0.05 0.416 0.95 ± 0.76 ± 0.75 4.36 ± 3.34 ± 3.44 2.17 ± 1.69 ± 1.72 1.24 ± 0.98 ± 0.99
0.50 0.10 0.452 1.03 ± 0.84 ± 0.94 4.44 ± 3.48 ± 4.11 2.34 ± 1.87 ± 2.16 1.34 ± 1.08 ± 1.26
0.50 0.20 0.534 1.44 ± 1.07 ± 1.07 5.27 ± 3.76 ± 3.73 3.25 ± 2.37 ± 2.34 1.86 ± 1.38 ± 1.34
0.50 0.30 0.621 1.58 ± 1.36 ± 1.32 4.90 ± 4.07 ± 3.88 3.51 ± 2.96 ± 2.83 2.01 ± 1.72 ± 1.62
0.50 0.50 0.806 3.42 ± 2.32 ± 2.35 7.56 ± 4.91 ± 4.79 6.85 ± 4.49 ± 4.42 4.04 ± 2.72 ± 2.64
0.60 0.01 0.442 0.82 ± 0.80 ± 0.81 3.64 ± 3.45 ± 3.55 1.87 ± 1.81 ± 1.84 1.07 ± 1.04 ± 1.06
0.60 0.05 0.465 1.01 ± 0.87 ± 0.91 4.28 ± 3.58 ± 3.84 2.29 ± 1.96 ± 2.07 1.31 ± 1.13 ± 1.19
0.60 0.30 0.660 2.67 ± 1.64 ± 1.62 7.41 ± 4.34 ± 4.10 5.82 ± 3.47 ± 3.32 3.38 ± 2.06 ± 1.92
0.60 0.50 0.836 4.27 ± 2.61 ± 2.75 8.71 ± 5.07 ± 5.10 8.44 ± 4.93 ± 5.02 5.00 ± 3.03 ± 3.03
0.75 0.01 0.518 1.32 ± 1.04 ± 1.10 5.01 ± 3.79 ± 4.01 2.99 ± 2.31 ± 2.43 1.72 ± 1.34 ± 1.40
0.75 0.20 0.641 3.33 ± 1.79 ± 1.89 9.20 ± 4.65 ± 4.70 7.31 ± 3.77 ± 3.85 4.27 ± 2.27 ± 2.24
0.75 0.30 0.719 3.43 ± 2.09 ± 2.09 8.11 ± 4.71 ± 4.45 7.38 ± 4.32 ± 4.13 4.31 ± 2.61 ± 2.43
0.75 0.50 0.886 4.63 ± 2.86 ± 3.80 8.34 ± 4.94 ± 6.37 8.97 ± 5.28 ± 6.85 5.34 ± 3.27 ± 4.20

hadronic system has kinematics at the non-perturbative scale ΛQCD. To describe the spectra
of that soft hadronic system, our implementation introduces a probability density function
(pdf) that is flat out to a cutoff x0, where an exponential roll-off with slope Λ begins. The
mass MX and momentum of the hadronic system for a WA decay are drawn independently
from this pdf, uniquely determining the kinematics. The system is then hadronized into at
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TABLE II: Systematic uncertainties (WA model of Fig. 1).

Source ∆Rtot ∆Rtot/Rtot(%)

γ efficiency 0.00177 10.2
tracking efficiency 0.00247 14.3

Eγ resolution 0.00095 5.5
ptrk resolution 0.00134 7.7

KL multiplicity 0.00013 0.8
hadronic shower modeling 0.00118 6.8
hadronic shower veto 0.00065 3.8

particle identification 0.00078 4.5
b → c → sℓν 0.00020 1.1
b → c ℓ ν modeling 0.00349 20.1

b → u ℓ ν modeling 0.00309 17.9

Total 0.00601 34.7

charged hadronic showers, and charged hadron identification [20]. The B → Xcℓν modeling
systematic estimate includes variations of the branching fractions at levels commensurate
with recent measurements, and variations of form factors at levels several standard deviations
from recent average results [23]. The B → Xuℓν modeling systematic includes a variation of
the inclusive shape function similar to Ref. [1] and variation of the Xu hadronization model.
In the ratios of the WA component relative to the B → Xuℓν component, many common
systematics related to luminosity, fake rates, etc. largely cancel. Table II summarizes the
systematic contributions for the WA model shown in Fig. 1. Shifts observed with systematic
cross checks such as floating individual components of the b → c ℓ ν background, floating in-
dividual classes of mistakes (e.g., extra KL or extra ν) in the b → c ℓ ν background sample,
and even more extreme variations such as eliminating the Dℓν and nonresonant b → c ℓ ν
components are commensurate with the quoted systematics.

To limit the bias in rate measurements quantitatively, we parameterize the variation in
the central value and total uncertainty of each WA fraction (R) as a function of ⟨MX⟩.
90% confidence limits (CL) are then calculated assuming a flat probability distribution in
⟨MX⟩ over the range we have investigated, resulting in Rtotal < 7.4%, Rendpoint < 15.5%,
Rq2Mx

< 14.5% and RMx < 8.6%. Limits on a bias of |Vub| are half these values. These
results provide the first concrete constraint on one of the three important uncertainties in
extraction of |Vub| for which only more speculative results [24] have existed to date. They
also place |Vub| from endpoint analyses on a much stronger footing, where the 8% bound
(90% CL) we find for a bias in an endpoint-based |Vub| is much more restrictive than the
estimate σWA ≈ 10 − 20% [24]. Studies like these are crucial for inclusive determinations of
|Vub| to achieve a 5% precision goal robustly (already achieved statistically).

In summary, we have obtained the first experimental limits on the potential bias in
inclusive determinations of |Vub| from a localized contribution to the q2 distribution, as
could arise from weak annihilation. The method presented here is one of several, including
study of semileptonic rates in the charm sector and of the moments of the B semileptonic q2

distribution [25], that will be needed to understand weak annihilation and its impact upon
|Vub|.

We gratefully acknowledge the effort of the CESR staff in providing us with excellent

7

least two particles or resonances. The kinematics of the ℓν pair are calculated assuming the
V − A structure of the weak current and spin s = 0 for the hadronic system. We examine
combinations of five x0 and six Λ values, for a total of 30 different WA cases that span a
wide range of kinematics.

We perform a separate χ2 fit for each WA case, with the b → c, b → u, and WA rates
floating independently. The WA rate is not constrained to be positive. Acceptable fits
to the q2 distributions are obtained for all cases. The B → Xcℓν and non-WA B →
Xuℓν components dominate, and in no case is the WA component more than two standard
deviations above zero (combined statistical and systematic). The most significant WA yield
is obtained for the case with ⟨Mx⟩ = 0.293 GeV (shown in Fig. 1), and appears to result
from an overlap with a downward fluctuation in the q2 distribution of the sample used for
continuum subtraction.

From each fit’s results for the WA and non-WA b → u rates, the ratio R ≡ ΓWA/Γb→u

is computed for the full phase space (total) and for restricted phase space regions that
have been used in previous inclusive |Vub| measurements: pℓ > 2.2 GeV/c (endpoint); pℓ >
1.0 GeV/c, q2 > 8.0 GeV2 and MX < 1.7 GeV (q2Mx); and pℓ > 1.0 GeV/c, MX < 1.55 GeV
(Mx). These ratios constrain the extent to which a measured rate can be biased away from
current theoretical estimates because of a localized WA contribution. The ratios for the full-
phase-space and endpoint cases are shown in Fig. 2 and the results for a subset of the cases
considered are summarized in Table I. In each region our results, which are statistics-limited,
set non-trivial constraints on a localized WA enhancement.

The primary systematic uncertainties arise from experimental effects related to recon-
struction of the neutrino, such as the absolute KL and b → c → sℓν rates and spectra, the
efficiency and resolution for charged particle and photon detection, modeling and rejection of

FIG. 2: Fractional size of the WA component for the full phase space (bottom) and restricted to
pℓ > 2.2GeV/c endpoint region (top). The statistical (total) uncertainties are represented by the
inner (full) error bar.

6

CLEO!PRL!96:121801,2006
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Hadron!Tagged!Endpoint!for!WA?

A!rough!look!suggests!Belle!II!would!do!well.!
Split!B+&B0,!measure!q2!with!high!resolution.!
!(dedicated!studies!yet!to!be!done).!

plep>2.2!GeV,!q2>0!GeV2/c2!

plep>2.2!GeV,!q2>20!GeV2/c2!

Belle!untagged!endpoint!27!fb\1!
Δ!2.2%!statistical!
(q2!not!analysed)

Belle!II!tagged!endpoint!
Δ!<<!1%!statistical!
(estimate)

Belle!II!tagged!
Δ!<!1%!statistical!
O(25\50k)!b→u!
O(1\10k)!b→c
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g→ss
B→!l!ν!KK!
!!!K!veto!to!suppress!B→D→K!may!introduce!bias!on!signal!efficiency.!

We!know!there!is!some:!e.g.!f2(1270)→KK,!+!many!other!ways,!  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!but!no!direct!tests!yet!(hence!difficult!to!provide!projections).!
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Projection of the fitted distribution to data for the B̄ → ρℓ−ν̄ℓ decay onto

the Mππ axis. Top plot – B− → ρ0ℓ−ν̄ℓ, bottom plot – B̄0 → ρ+ℓ−ν̄ℓ. The inclusive component
B̄ → Xu(ππ)ℓ−ν̄ℓ predicted by MC is shown on the top of the stack. Vertical lines show the bins
in invariant mass used during the fit procedure. The hatched region shows the actual selection

criterion on the invariant mass.

B−→ ρ0ℓ−ν̄ℓ and B̄0→ ρ+ℓ−ν̄ℓ decays are in excellent agreement with those obtained from
the M2

miss distribution fit. The results show that for the B− → ρ0ℓ−ν̄ℓ decay, the inclusive
component decaying into two pions is overestimated in the current MC scheme; at our
present sensitivity, the yield is consistent with zero. The extracted number of B− → f2ℓ−ν̄ℓ
decays is more than 5σ away from zero and almost 3 times larger than the ISWG2 model
prediction, but we cannot claim that the peak in data around 1.3 GeV/c2 is completely
saturated by B− → f2ℓ−ν̄ℓ decays, and to do this an additional dedicated study is needed.
From the above, we estimate the uncertainty from the B̄ → Xu(ππ)ℓ−ν̄ℓ non-resonant cross-
feed to be 1%. For the B̄0 → ρ+ℓ−ν̄ℓ decay, the fit cannot completely rule out a two-pion
inclusive component, but it shows that it is overestimated in MC by at least a factor of two.
As a result of the fit, we estimate the uncertainty from the B̄ → Xu(ππ)ℓ−ν̄ℓ cross-feed to be
5%. In light of the above, in this analysis we excluded the inclusive component that decays
to two pions from the generated MC event samples.

The other backgrounds to the B− → ρ0ℓ−ν̄ℓ decay, B− → ωℓ−ν̄ℓ where ω → π+π− and
B− → f0ℓ−ν̄ℓ where f0 → π+π−, are expected to be small. Thus, we assign a conservative
100% uncertainty for the B− → ωℓ−ν̄ℓ and B− → f0ℓ−ν̄ℓ components, predicted by the MC
simulation. We estimate the total uncertainty from Xu cross-feed to the B−→ρ0ℓ−ν̄ℓ decay
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Ongoing!work!for!Belle!II!“Full!reconstruction”
Btag Reconstruction

Reconstruction/Selection 
• Mass constrained fits of D(*) mesons 
• Inv. mass cuts (± few sigmas) 
• Delta E cut 
• candidates ranked according to min|DeltaE|

B
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B - modes used by Belle 
(modes with K0s are not included)
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~0.8% of all B0tag decays are reconstructed 
(plenty of room for improvement compared to Belle)
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~0.8% of all B0tag decays are reconstructed 
(plenty of room for improvement compared to Belle)

c.f. 0.2-0.4% in Belle… (more modes, better slow pion tracking)

Belle II MC, B→ π l ν 

Preliminary

Expect at least 2x better efficiency at Belle II!
Belle!II!PAC!2015
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Naive!Guesstimate!Extrapolation!in!Bins

Belle!(approximate)!0.6!ab\1 Belle!II!\!efficiency!x!4,!50!ab\1

q2![GeV] MX![GeV] Signal Bkg Δ!Stat! Δ!Sys!
Sig.

Δ!Sys!
Bkg!
.

Total Signal Bkg Δ!Stat Δ!Sys!
Sig.

Δ!Sys!
Bkg!
.

Total

{0,!8} {0.0,!1.0}
{1.0,!1.2}
{1.2,!1.4}
{1.4,#1.6}#
{1.6,#4.0}

{8,!12} {0.0,!1.0}
{1.0,!1.2}
{1.2,!1.4}
{1.4,#1.6}#
{1.6,#4.0}

{12,!16} {0.0,!1.0}
{1.0,!1.2}
{1.2,!1.4}
{1.4,#1.6}#
{1.6,#4.0}

{16,!30} {0.0,!1.0}
{1.0,!1.2}
{1.2,!1.4}
{1.4,#1.6}#
{1.6,#4.0}

I!can!share!the!(hidden)!estimates!privately!for!
theory/model!testing!purposes.!
To!be!studied!thoroughly!with!Belle!1!data.

Belle!II!Tag!efficiency!improves!by!a!factor!of!4!(over!2010!“old”!Belle!tagging)!
→!330x!statistical!power!improvement:!~18!times!smaller!stat!errors!
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Summary!of!work!ahead!for!Belle!II

1.!Supporting!measurements!
•Weak!annihilation!/!precise!tagged!
endpoint!measurements!

•ss!popping!
•High!mass!exclusive!modes!

2.!Extensions!to!the!current!analyses!
•Differentials!(&moments)!in!
tagged!approach.!
•for!testing!models!

•Multiplicity!binning!
•for!testing!fragmentation!

Finally.!We’re!not!yet!finished!in!
Belle!I.!Updated!tagging!
techniques!yet!to!be!exploited.
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FIG. 4: Measured distributions (data points) of (a) MX , (b) P+, (c) q2 with MX < 1.7 GeV, and (d) p∗ℓ . Upper row: comparison
with the result of the χ2 fit with varying bin size for the sum of two scaled MC contributions (histograms), B → Xuℓν̄ decays
generated inside (white) or outside (light shading) the selected kinematic region, and the background (dark shading). Lower
row: corresponding spectra with equal bin size after background subtraction based on the fit. The data are not corrected for
efficiency.
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FIG. 5: Projections of measured distributions (data points) of (a) q2 and (b) MX with varying bin size, for the fit to the MX

– q2 distribution without constraints other than p∗ℓ > 1 GeV. Upper row: comparison with the result of the χ2 fit to the
two-dimensional MX – q2 distribution for the sum of two scaled MC contributions (histograms), B → Xuℓν̄ decays (white) and
the background (dark shading). Lower row: corresponding spectra with equal bin size after background subtraction based on
the fit. The data are not corrected for efficiency.

the partial branching fractions:

N0
meas = PB0

true→B0
reco

N0
true + PB−

true→B0
reco

N−
true,

N−
meas = PB0

true→B−

reco
N0

true + PB−

true→B−

reco
N−

true,

where the cross-feeds probabilities, PB−

true→B0
reco

and
PB0

true→B−

reco
, are computed using MC simulated events

and are typically of the order of (2 - 3)%.

Figure 6 shows the q2 distributions of B → Xuℓν̄
events after background subtraction, for charged and
neutral B decays, with MX < 1.7 GeV. Fitted yields,


